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Fatherhood Festival 
Regional Network of social inclusion 

 

Live event promoted by Papa’ Separati Lombardia Onlus 

Location: Brugherio (MB), 18 to 20 September, via Aldo Moro, Area Festivals 

 

National Initiative to promote “equal child custody” culture, “no-more” 

Children in the storm-separations and divorces trials today / men and women 
to go to induced “family-war” tomorrow 

* Conferences and round tables devoted to the subject areas: 

Fabric of Divorce / Social Inclusion / Minor / Male Matter/ Equal Opportunity / 
Protocols and laws 

* Gazebo free advice: legal, psychological, socio-economic, cultural, books 

* Space recreational / children's shows and live music of all genres 

* Spaces refreshments with food and drink 

 

The 3rd Festival of the Fatherhood presents new and old divorced father 

and the much more children separated from dad fathered. 

The victory of the market, public and private, on the termination of family ties 
have devastated live and expectations of plenty of children,  folded their 
heads on tablets smartphones, has sapped their will to work, erased their 
dreams to make family. 

Philosophers, writers, psychologists, lawyers, social workers and politicians 
try to explain, together with our children, as they have been deprived of a 
father figure in everyday life, in the transmission of knowledge and crafts, 
education of affectivity and mind them marginalized by social competition,                                 



made them helpless in front of the economic exploitation, impoverished and 
isolated in soft skills. 

However, the market divisions / separations / divorces easy and short has not 
won. 

Our networks of social inclusion help housing and food free, Regional funds 
interventions directly to separated parents and not mediated by the known 
moneymaking, the subsidiarity that many municipalities address directly to 
the person and not the useless bodies, to take away to the market its main 
raison to be: Get rich = impoverished family. 

An ambitious program, under the patronage of the Lombardy Region - The 
Council, supported by the participation of dozens of associations and 
voluntary reality involve a new political class on 'Act of Senate n ° 1756 laying 

"Provisions of shared custody of the children." 

Festival’s various initiatives is published to web the site 

http://www.papaseparatilombardia.org/3festivalpaternitabrugherio/index.html 
and will be recorded by broadcasters. 
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